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O

HU~RED y~ ago in August, 1846, General Stephen~atts
Kearny marched the Army of the West acroSS the Arka~s River,

NE

, over the Raton pass, and on to the high plain that led into the heart
of -New Mexico. On August 1-5, the General ascended a roof top in .
the recently -established town of Las Vegas and announced to those
. who would listen that .the country now belonged to the United States
of America. He promised to protect the people "in their property,
their persons, and their religion" if they remained at peace, anq
tendered the oath of obedience to the chief military a.nd civil officers
of the community. With tthese formalities 'completed, the mounted
soldiers unfurled their battle standards for the first time,' trotted briskly
toward a pass in the hills where the enemy was reported in battle line, ,
broke into a gallop at the proper moment, and charged the unseen-and
non-present-foe. Three days later the invaders entered Santa Fe,
the ancient capital of the region.
In the year 1946, after a hundred years of American occupation,
it is interesting to look back and see what New Mexico was like when
General Kearny seized it, and to .note the changes that· have' taken
place.
$

YESTERDAY IN NEW MEXICO

.

The boundary lines of New ~exico were not yet fixed by the .artitidal lines of the surveyor. The towns were the most definitive guide
posts. Anton Chico, located timidly in the farther reaches of the
southeastern· Sangre de Cristo foothills, was the eastern limit of the
•

j

• This article, commemorating 100 years of American occupation of New Mexico. was
written by the author on assignment from the Division of Government Research of the
University of New Mexico and is published Jtere by arrangement with the Division.
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area. Taos, rancho and pueblo, snuggled in the close embrace of the
same range on its western slope, 'but far to the north, and marked the
boundary in that direction. Abiquiu, the frontier outpost on the
Chama River, and small settlements on the sunny side of Mount Taylor,
marked the western boundary. To the southward Socorro, on the
banks of the Rio Grande, guarded on the east by the San. Andres Mountains and on the 'Vest by the Madalena, or Magdalena, was the outpost.
Ladrone Peak to the northwest of this settiement warned the traveler
that he would soon reach the jumping-off point on a ttip to Chihuahua.
In political terms the country was spoken of as the Department of
New Mexico, and was divided into districts and counties. Rio Arriba
and Taos counties constituted the northern district; Santa Fe, Santa
Ana, an~ San Miguel, the central district; and the counties of Valencia
and Bernalillo, the southeastern district." Judicial courts of first resort
were located in Santa Fe~ Los Luceros, and the village of Valencia;
each of these towns, including Taos, enjoyed, the privilege of an
ayuntamiento, or local governing body. The Departmental Assembly
was dected by an electoral college; the Assembly nominated the governor, who was then approved by the President of Mexico. The administration of this imposing organization was relatively simple and inexpensive, especially the courts. The wheels of just~ce could be set in
motion by an oral command to appear: before the alcalde; delay was not
encouraged," anel a decision was soon reached.
New Mexico was a relatively isolated region, a frontier outpost,
guarded by three presidial troops and two Compafiias Activas, but
kUarded with great difficulty a~pst Indians. Postal service, with
offices located at Tome and Santa Fe, brought an exchange of letters
between Santa Fe and Mexico City in two to three months. A resident
venturing forth from this mountain-fringed Department spoke of going
to "the outer country."
.
Members of a caravan following the Cimarron route from the
Arkansas River to the ancient capital of New Mexico" experienced a
rugged but interesting journey. The old prair~e schooner, with its
bed painted a blue color and its white canvas top, was, familiar to all
travelers in the Southwest. A brake was not used to ease the passage
down a steep hill, but a chain locking the rear.wheels· served the purpose. The wooden axles, when used, and they were frequently used,
and the long tongue extending forw~rd from the wagon, <?ccasionally
broke, but repairs could be made and the journey resumed without
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too costly loss of time. The wooden axle against wooden wheel, despite
the use of tallow and resin, squeaked with: a noise that could entertain
only a child, but the traveler became oblivious to it in time. Eight,
ten, or twelve span of animals, eitl,ler mules or oxen, drew this wagon
with its load of four to five thousand pounds of merchandise, and the
lord and maSter of it all, the bullwhacker, trod alongside, wielding his
long whip and snapping the end with a report like a pistol.
. Many caravans were on the trail in the year 1846 with more than
. fou! hundred vehicles of various kinds and sizes, tarrying men;handise
at an. estimated value of one million dollars or more. Mental calculations of profit and loss on the trip no doubt kept some minds busy;
but the observant person could not avoid being ~verted by other
matters as the train lumbered on its way. Large rattlesnakes were met·
with at times, to the annoy~nceof both the animals and the men. The
wolf was near~ if seldom seen; the loss of stock at night gave "sufficient
testimony to this pr,edator's appetite for meat, and even the environs
of the settlements were sometimes visited by the hungry beast in quest
of food. The animals that man could ~prey upon were numerous and
varied:: the antelope, the deer, elk, rabbits, the buffalo and the bear,
and bands of wild horses roamed the mesa land, ever on the alert for
sudden death:
•
Another fopn of "wild life" not so we1co~e to the traveler and
townsmeILwas the ubiquitous Redman, alternately friend and foe. He
appeared stealthfully in either capacity, from Taos on the.north to
Socorro on the south. The Comanche and occasionally other prairie
tribesmen hovered on the northeastern side of the Department of New
Mexico; the Utah and Jicarilla Apache infested the northern border;
the Navaho on the west, and the Apache to the south completed the
ring of indigenous people around the intruding settlements of the
white man. They raided the Hocks of the New Mexicans, molested
caravans, and occasionally killed an inhabitant. To attack a lone shep'herd was simple task; to waylay the traveler in small groups was no
difficult undertaking; but to strike and run was their tactic. Fighting
between the two peoples was not chronic. The Comancheros, or
traders to the Comanche, made annual trips to' the eastern plains for
the exchange of goods ~th the Redskins. The Comanche in turn
visited Taos for the same purpose, and the Utah and Jicarilla were
occasionally seen in the settlements. The s.outhern Apache ventured
into Socorro for limited trade and probably for a sight of city life. The
;

a
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Navaho were not so welcome in the settlements, and fora)'s were made
into their country by the New Mexicans under the guise of retaliatory
warfare, although the commercial motive could be detected; human
captiv,es were a profitable commodity, as were Navaho s!J.eep, if they
could be captured. The Indians were aware of these same facts, and
many aNew Mexican and his kinsmen elsewhere in the Republic
became servants to the }hildren of the great out-of-doors, preparing
stolen sheep for their masters' repast.
.
Thoughts of Indians and other bugbears of the road eventually
gave way to the delight of entering the settlements. .They }Y'ere not
large in size, but to the prairie traveler th<iY represented civilization in
its good and bad aspects. The first of these centers of population was
Las Vegas, a comparative newcomer .among the towns of New Mexico.
About 700 people lived there in adobe houses clustered around the
plaza for defense. The small openings in the rear of the dwellings
served as windows for air and suns~ne or as portholes to fire through.
at an enemy. Tecolote to the southwest of Las Vegas boasted about
500 people, and farther on the traveler entered die metropolis of San
Miguel, where-perhaps as many as 2,000 folk lived. But Santa Fe was
. the crowning glory of the country, with more than 3,000 inhabitants.
The initial impression of the place and the narrow, crooked, dirt
streets might be a bit disappointing, but the sight of ~een fields of
com and wheat interspersed among the dwellings on ithe fringe of
town gave a touch of beauty that .softened the harshness of the 'otherwise drab-looking place. Furthermore, the spirit of ~vic improvement had recently appeared; the plaza was not so frequently used now
as a corral for stock, and a row of cottonwood trees for the first time
encircled the area. A. new park to the northwest had been laid out
as a scene for Sunday sports. In other respects there was little progress, however; the church was falling into ruin on the south side of
the plaza and only one store in town could boast of a plank floor..
Before entering Santa Fe; the traveler either participated in or at
least watched others go through the ritual of brushing up. The dust.
of the road must be removed, and those who could boast of a clean
. shirt donned it with pleasure and excitement. The bullwhacker tied
a new popper to his whip; the sound from cracking it must be sharp
and loud; no squeaky falsetto could be allowed· to mar the occasion.
Thus prepared, the entry was made down the last winding stretch of
road. The admiring senoritas within the settlement watched and were
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watched; the children scampered around; householders peer~d from
their doorways; and the customs officialS gently rubbed togeiher the
palms of their hands; the arrival of a caravan meant, money for the
payment of local salaries, and sorpetimes a little extra that might be
termed a gift from the entrepreneur. The trader paid a fee. of seven
hundred and fifty dollars for each wagon, doled out additional sums
for translating manifestos from one language to another, and submitted to an examination for contraband goods by the ~ustomsofficer.
iJ With these details attended to, the initial stage of a journey ~rough
New Mexico for commercial purposes was completed; the newcomer
continue onward to more distant
could settle down for a while
markets.
A journey southward from Santa Fe followed a route to the southwest that skirted the Rio Grande past the pueblos of San Felipe and
Santo Domingo, or along a route farther to th'e east that led into the
green-clad slope~ of the Sandia Mountains past the placer mines and
the village of San Antonio into Tijeras Canyon. Along either road
few traveleliS ventured other than those on business trips. Along the
valley route the first settlement ·beyond the pueblos was Algodones, a
small, pleasantly shaded village with a population of perhaps one
thousand. The gardens of the set~lers surrounded with walls provided
a variety of foods that might be offered to the passerby. A short distance beyond lay Bernalillo, famous for its vineyards and cleanly
appearance, then Albuquerque, about the size of Algodones, with its
Casa Armijo and· rich farmlands. Belen; another- pleasant rural village
not yet disturbed by the smoke .and noise of the steam engine, greeted
the visitor as he plodded through to Tome, now past its heyday because
,of the troublesome Navaho, but tboasting a population of about four
.;. hundred. Other small settlements were scattered in the valley towards
L
Socorro, a town of about 200 folk. The dreaded Jomado del Muerto
then had to be crossed before another center of population was met
with, but this pleasing experience occurred sooner now than in former
years because of the successful planting of a small colony in the MesilJa
Valley in 1843. In total population the Department ·was small; probably 70,000 people dwelt in it, including the Pueblo Indians. But life
was quite pleasant.
The dwellings of the New Mexicans were built of adobe. bricks
. with a fiat roof supported by logs. To the uninitiated they were
unattractive and melancholic to behold, more like a series of brick-kilns

or
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than habitable places. But .on the inside a more cheerful,aspect presented itself, not quite in keeping with the living' quarters of inhabitants beyond the eastern plains, but quite acceptable after the long,
wearying journey across a vast expa~se of desert-like ~ountry. Dirt
floors were commonplace, sawed timber being practically unknown;
there were probably not more than three planked fl~ors in the whole
Department. A' carpet might cover part of the floor in the better
homes, even a Brussels carpetI And underneath it were corn- shucks
within easy and convenient reach when time came to roll a cigarette.
-Mattresses, some of them stuffed with wool, lay doubled up near the
wall, serving in the daytime as a divan and at night as a bed. A colorful
Navaho or Mexican blanket was used as a cover to sit on during the
day' and to lie under at night. Again the best homes might sport something better, a real bedstead, for instance, and right comfortable too.
But beds, and even mattresses, were not essential for sleep; an animal
skin of some kind served the purpose quite as well in most dwellings,
and the majority of people llad little else to use.
The inside walls were commonly whitewashed to make the rooms
more cheerful and attractive. Since this coloring matter rubbed off
easily, they were also covered along the lower half with a calico cloth
to protect the lounger on the divan or carpet. In the houses of the
few well-to-do, mirrors were used for decorative purposes; an occasional
chair and table formed part of the furnishings, sometimes ,a candelabra;
• and curtains covered the windows which admitted light through the
mica. But the bulk of the homes were simple in their ~rnishings. In
eating habits, ho\Vever, uniformity was more widespread.
Seated on
o
the animal skin, carpet, or mattress divan, the wayfarer regaled himself
with savory food eaten without modern utensils such as knives and
forks. Somebody might produce a common pocket knife or butcher
knife to slice a bit of cheese, but the tortilla served commonly as a
substitute for more modem gadgets.
Agriculture was the mainstay of the economy in the year of 1846.
The fertile lands along the rivers were irrigated and an 'abundance of
com, wlleat, chile, and beans was grown, supplemented by melons,
onions, large and tasty, and in the Rio Abajo by the grape, not always
eaten fresh. The traveler passing through Bernalillo could peep over
a wall and see girls collecting grapes in large baskets balanced on their
heads; and not far distant reposed long rows of vats made of ox-hide
wherein the juice of the grape femiented and made a drink for quench-
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ing the thirst and stimulating jaded spirits. A thin mush was, made
from the com and served at breakfast, di~er, and supper. ,For sweetening, .the com ~tock was pounded with wooden mallets, ste~ed and ~
pressed; the resulting fluid,was stored in earthen jars for evap9~tion,
the en4 product being termed molasses and used accordingly., :. '•.,~.' \
,Farming was carried on without benefit of modem implements of
husbandry. The plow,was a piece of crooked wood with a long handle,
usually drawn by a yoke of oxen, and quite inadequate for turning
a deep furrow; on rare occasions, a piece of metal was added as a
sharpened edge on the plowshare, indicative of basi~ ,iIJ.lprovements
yet to be made. Th_e grain was stacked in the open, protected by a
shelter constructed of poles which supported a grass-covered roof, and.
iIi due time was trod out on the ground by mules. This simple and
ancient technique of growing and preparing grain for food was illustrative of' the Arcadian life in ~N ew Mexico. The spinning wheel and
the loom, operated by handpower, were other revelations, although the '
machine-made cloth from "th~ outer country',' was used in some
quantity.
Sheep raising, another prime source of wealth, provided a common
sight to the traveler in the "large flocks of sheep and goats herded by
Mexicans dre~ed in leather with blankets, around their shoulders.
"They carried bows and arrowsJn their hands and had ,dogs by their
sides. Some had staffs on long sticks with sharp spear" points in the
:'ends." This' description might well fit the twentieth century except for
the costume and weapons. And the latter were not for show I· The'
l!lne herder was easy ,prey for the Indian, and the wolf was a menace
to the. flocks. The bulk 'of the sheep were owned by the few wealthy
families, as high as 300,000 to one owner, but the market for quantity
sale wa~ far distant; thousands annually traveled the dusty route to
Chihuahua, and similar expeditions to California were qot unknown.
The market at home was limited, and the price low; a small, rangetoughened "woolly" could be purchased for one dollar and fifty cents.
The meat WCl$ of good qua~ity, but not too tender, and the wool was
coarse and ill suited for making fine cloth.
California was a market for New' Mexicans dealing jn mules and
horses. A large party of men, fifty, a hundred, or more in number,
sometimes a~companied by boys, and oll -Tare occasions by women~
their animals laden with blankets and other easily packed goods; journeyed over the Old Spanish Trail that led northwestward from Santa
, € >
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Fe 'to central Utah and southwestward to Los Angeles. They traveled
under strict discipline for safety against the dangers of the wilderness,
but once arrived safely at their destination they traded as individuals,
and were not quite so well disciplined. The inhabitants and officials
of that land were sometimes annoyed by illegal acts, even theft, by the
visitors, but the transactions in general were mutually profitable and
the venturesome traders carried on. The long trek home was marked
by a path beaten out by the hooves of two or three, or even four,
.
thousand animals.
To the eastward lay the buffalo country, and the haunts of the
Comanche. The skillful New Mexico horseman, mounted on a small,
wiry range pony, and armed with a lance or bow and arrow, or perhaps
a musket, killed the buffalo on the run. The meat was dried in the
open air and transported to the settlements for sale or personal consumption during the winter months, and the skins provided a warm
covering for the bed or divan, or even for the floor. If the task of
killing was not done by the hunter himself, the Comanche could be
bargained with for a supply of buffalo products. The Indian also
offered mules for sale or trade, mules stolen from Mexicans living south
of the Rio Grand~.
In addition to the horse, the mule was a valuable beast of burden.
Traveling in droves of hundreds, they carried much of the goods in
4...distant enterprises, and were worthy contenders with the oxen in
dragging the.,Conestoga wagon over the Santa Fe Trail and onward to
the Chihuahua market. Competing with them in service w~s the
ubiquitous burro, smaller than the ~ule, less intelligent in looks, and
more unpredictable in behavior. An observing person stationed in
Santa Fe could watch the goings and comings of this diminutive animal
in' a constant daily routine of work. If tender of heart, one might
experience a slight twinge of conscience at the seeming abuse the burro
was subjected to when "a load weighing as high as 400 pounds burdened
its back, but the animal seemed oblivious to his torment and jogged\
along with only' moderate prodding. Loaded with firewood for sale
at a price of twenty-five cents, they contributed to the warmth and
comfort of their masters; Taos whiskey, brought down from the north
for disposal in the chief market town of the Department, alleviated
the thirst of some and temporarily drove away the cares of others; salt
from the distant saline lakes east of the Manzano Mountains arrived
in quantity to make food more palatable; bundles of hay or grass
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selling for ten or twelve cents, an4 a miscellaneous assortment of other
!=ommodities,all these and more·were transported on this patient beast
- of burden; The burro was the spark plug of the local economy.
The burro was also a carrier of persons, even as the mule and,
horse, .but at a slower pace. and usually for shorter distances. A
trip to town from a nearby rancho could be negotiated on burro-back;
with a little patience, and occasional use of a bludgeon; one or more
persons traveled on the same animal. But in this duty the patient
creature was forced tp meet competition from the aIlcient carreta,or
two-wheel cart. This contraption was indeed a sight for the stranger,
even as it is today in some parts of the world. The wheels, hewn from
a cottonwood log, rimmed with an extra piece of timber, rolled along
.'. on wooden axles without benefit of grease, or the smoother surface of
.j metal, with a sound likened to a "respectable tenor for a double-bass
.horsefiddle," or with "horrible screechings and groans, as if one was
,approaching the portals of Erebus." On feast .day, or holy day, or for
some other reason that our ancestors a hundred years ag~ found sufficient, they made the trip "in their primitive wagons, rough boxes on
solid wooden- wheels. Women came on donkeys and mules, on which
last they invariably ride in front of men, who" nevertheless hold' the
reins~'

With slow-moving mo~es of transportation, more time and
.thought were devoted to me~ng. People welcomed the visitor,
even when technically a foe, as witness their treatment of the TexasSanta Fe Expedition prisoners of 1841: "At Algodonez and San Dia,
and their neighborhood, the inhabitants came out and gave the men
watermelons, eggs, tortillas and bread. . . . " And they also appeared
glad to .see' the Army of the West which had come to demand their
allegiance to. 'a foreign flag. Their hospitality was accompanied with
an Old World courtesy in striking contrast to the social behavior often _
exhibited by the occasional Anglo-American, boisterous, abrupt, and
even rude in the eyes of the native inhabitant. The New Mexicans
, oft~n uncovered the\r heads and embraced upon meeting, inquired into
one's health and that of the family, and parted witH some expression
good will and an invocation to a saint.
The typical costume for men consisted of long white cotton trousers with an outer pair made of leather, fitted with varying degrees
of tightness, apd opep along the seam to nearly the heighth of the hip,
revealing the inner garment. A shirt and leathern jacket, with both

of
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jacket and trousers embroidered -and spangled, completed the outfit
with the addition of a sash around the waist and the ubiquitous sarape,
or long blanket, thrown over the shoulder or draped around the back
and chest. Not all dressed quite so gaily or comfortably, however.
Many of the humbler people wore- animal skins, usually deer, and
'sometimes moccasins, if they did not go barefooted. The few foreigners with different dress, or a native unduly influenced by them,
afforded a slight contrast for the sake of variety.
The women clung to the long dress and the simple chemise, the
latter far too revealing if worn in social circles dominated by the conventions of the Victorian age. Their feet were encased in moccasins,
in rare instances by the leather shoe from the East, and frequently were
bare. The reboza, a shawl-like head cover, was always worn out-ofdoors. Dress was not fashionable in the sense of an annual change in
style, and so the wearers might be described as old-fashioned; but in
another respect their benavior was curiously modem: they smoked
and they painted their faces. The latter was done to increase the
natural freshness of the skin, and the substance used was removed when
the occasion arrived for making one's best appearance. But smoking
was indulged iIi on all occasions, indoors and out; even at the fandango,
while ·circling the floor in the arms of a partner, a girl would have
a cigarette hanging from the comer of her mouth.
And how the people loved to dance. The fandango, next to the
siesta, was the most common form of relaxation from the cares of the
day. A variety of dances was known, but some form- of the- waltz ruled
as favorite, especially the cradle waltz, where the couple seemed to
-sway in each other's arms as they gliqed around the hall. With a
natural feeling for time and rhythm, tl:;ey danced on the dirt floor to
the music of the fiddle and guitar, breathing in a faint mixture of'
smoke and dust which made more enjoyable the glass of wine at the _
~nd of a set. Drinking was not excessive, unless a few North Americans
were present. Ordinarily, the New Mexicans enjoyed their good times
without trouble-making, and with little heed for the morrow, even the
distant morrow when life comes to an end; ~e tunes played at the
fandango were heard at the funeral, accompanied with a murmur of
voices far from sad.
Organized sports as a source of entertainment developed in later
times, but in those earlier days the men indulged in the game of riding
a horse at top speed and trying to yank. off the head of a chicken buried
~
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up to its n~ck in the sand; the stunt required skill and daring, as did
tailing an ox, thatis, grabbing its tail from on horseback and toppling
it over for the amuse~ent of the crowd and the annoyance of the animal. Gambling was prevalent. It was not limited to"'the formal spots
in town, but was widespread, although the stakes were usually small.
The genial behavior of the people masked a certain shrewdness,
particularly in business. Di~kering for food or ,other commodities in
the market place w~ not a simple matter of buying at a fixed price, but
represented a play of wits in coming to an understanding. This
shrewdness shaded easi~y into petty roguery; so the traveler had to be
watchful in guarding his possessions. Major crimes, however, were
rare. Weapons were carried for protection in travel betw«;en towns,
but more in fear of Indians than highwaymen; a sword lying close
against the saddle was handy for close-quarter fighting.
The chief marks of an advanced society, education and religi9n,
were present i~ New Mexico, but not to a degree that left no room
for criticism ·from our present point of view. The church had lost
some of jts vitality and awaited the invigorating touch of the great
Bishop Lamy. Education waS existent, since many c:ould read and
write, but formal schooling .was lacking. The sons of the well-to-do
families were soinetimes sent to the United States for traming, and
others picked up a smattering of literacy from the priest and the parents.
Professional men were practiqll.ly non-existenf,especially doctors and
lawyers. The crafts were better represented, and more ~ssential, of
course; but on the whole, the bulk of the people lived by farming,
many in debt servitude, and by trading; wages were low, and living
on the grand scale was limited to the very few. This way of life was
destined for-radical change with the advent of the Army of the West.
When General Kearny announced the military oGcupation of New
Mexico, the stage was set for many changes. Far more important than
the transference from one political jurisdiction to another was the _
switch in relationship from the agricultural-commercial economy traditional in the·lands under the rule of Spain, to the ris4tgindustrialism
of the westward~movingAnglo-American, and from the Spanish-Indian
culture to the conglomerate culture coming from the East. The history
of these changes has not yet run its course, but it can be ~ld in part.
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NEW MEXICO TODAY

The Department of New Mexico is now a part of the Uni9n after
, long tutelage as a Territory, no longer unaware of its true greatness in
size. Newcomers from the .East have marked out definite boundaries
and created an artificial entity known as a state, the fourth largest in
the Union, boasting 121,666 square miles, -according to careful calculation by experts. Such exactitude is chilling to the soul, but helpful,
even necessary, in the complex arrangement of mod~rri society, particularly in economic practices where land titles must be true and taxes
paid to the proper jurisdiction.
Popularly known to the tourist as the "sunshine" state, New Mexico has now acquired a more complex political organization. It is
divided into thirty-one counties of varying size and importance.. Santa
Fe is still the capital city where reside the members of the three
branches of the government, some of them all the time and others in
season when the governmen.t is operating in full force. There are eight
chief elective administrative officials and a legislature with twenty-four
members in the Senate and forty-nine in the House of Representatives.
A host of other state, county, and municipal officials perform a multitude of tasks, and altogether these officials and tasks constitute a mysterious and tantalizing subject for study by the political reformer. The
maintenance of the state government and its agencies costs about forty
million dollars a year.
'
In order to gain a closer view of New M~xico, a traveler no longer
finds it necessary to join a caravan of traders making the slow, perilous
trip from the Big Bend of the Ark~sas to Las Vegas. At the base of
the mountain range of the same nalI\e is the new-born town of Raton.
There the Super-Chief train of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad Company-may be boarded, and in the figurative twinkling of
an eye the journey is completed to Albuquerque in five hours and '
five minutes, at a speed sometimes reaching ninety miles ail hourI
The long mournful sound of the engine whistle warns the citizens well
in advance to get off the track as the train swishes along, clicking a
rhythmical tit-tat when the wheels cross the rail joint. The powerful
airbrakes bring it to a stop without a jolt and without a sound. This
ease of travel, if not always at ninety miles an hour, can be duplicated
on nearly 2,600 -miles of main-line steel rails in New Mexico. The wild life no longer plagues the traveler nor does he levy on
it for food; it has retreated to the more remote fastnesses of the moun-
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tains, away from the whistle of steam engines, where it must be searched
out by the sportsman. There it. is protected by law, except the predatory animal, to be hunted only in season and after payment of money
into the state treasury. The buffalo, of course, has disappeared, but
the elk has been brought in; otherwise the kind of beast to be hunted
remains about the same as a hundred years ago. _Modem means of
transportation assist the hunter in this sport and cater to the needs
of the public in myriad ways.
,
The gasoline-driven vehicle, automobile -and truck, plies the highways of New Mexico by the thousands,' and the routes of travel are
numerous and varied. More than 62,000 miles of roads, paved, graveled, or just smoothed over, now, beckon the motorist bound oil busi:;~~ ~ ness or pleasure. The building of this highway system is expensive,
r but it is p~d for in small sums by many citizens, both state and national,
arid is no appreciable .burden on the individual. A one-year expenditure by the state highway department of about four and, one-half
millions of dollars is offset by the collection of a five-cent gasoline tax
which nets a sum of money of about the same figure.
If tired of-driving an automobile, and not content with the speed
of a modem train. another marvel of the century, the aeroplane, provides travel convenience. The flight from Santa Fe to EI Paso can be
made in about two and one-fu~lf hours, ancl flights to points in the
"outer country" are made at SPeeds that recently left us bewildered,
but are now too commonplace to stir the imagination. The sportsman,
the playboy, and the business man can have. a private plane, and land
. on anyone of seventy-three airports, ~r fly over 847 miles of official
airways, not to mention the, rest of the boundless space between earth
and heaven. When one is not inclined to travel, but desirous of communicating with distant points, a few twists of the dial on anyone of
the 53,500 telephones in the state make possible the instantaneous
oral transmission of though~.
The age of speed does not deo;ease the need for food and shelter;
~n the contrary, there is a decided increase, at least in want if not in
,need. Some of the older means ()f satisfying these needs, such as agrilculture, sheep raising, and commerce, are still important, but changed.
IThe groWing of food crops is done with modem technology, and is no
longer limited to the irrigable portions of the land~ Although the
irrigated area has greatly increased in quantity because of dams for the
storage' of water, and reclamation
projects involving draipage tech.
.
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niques, dry farming is now widespread in the eastern side of the state
and in higher mountain valleys. An annual production of about 2,250,000 bushels of wheat and a comparable quantity of com, and
many other food and feed crops, testify to the continuing importance
of agriculture. The annual value of all farm crops. will run to forty
million dollars, and their production requires the services of about
one-third of the total labor force.
The livestock industry still deals with sheep and mules, but in
addition the ra~sing of cattle has become very important; horses are
quite an item, and hogs have entered the picture. On an average,
about 1,300,000 cattle roam the range with a present-day value of about
eighty million dollars. The scrawny sheep of yesterday has given way
to a well-fed "woolly" numbering about 2,000,000 and selling at eight
dollars a head. Mules are numerous, although not comparable to the
others in IJ.umbers and value; ten to twelve thousand, valued at about
three quarters of a million dollars, are raised; and hogs, about 100,000
annually, will sell for around one million dollars. The over-all value
of this industry will amount to about one hundred million dollars a
year.
The great advance in expanding the wealth of the state comes
from mining. The workings at the old and new ,placers, in central
New Mexico, that produced intermittently as high as two or three
hundred thousand dollars' worth of gold in a year, have yielded preeminence to metals that exist elsewhere in much greater quantity.
Copper, long a leading mineral, valued as high as thirteen million dollars in a year, has recently found a competitor in potash, now selling
at a comparable figure. Coal worth five million dollars is mined in a
year, zinc will run ~ver six million dollars, and the precious metals,
although below the million-dollar mark, are still an important item.
An inspector of mines in the employment of the state is now necessary
to keep statistics on the business for the curious-minded, and to' enforce
man}'" and necessary rules for the safety of miners who constitute about
six per cent of the labor force.
The wealth derived from these basic economies provides support
for a gre~t variety of middlemen, especially the banker. Forty-one
banks are operated in the state with total deposits of about two hundred
and twenty-five million dollars. Eighteen savings associations add another nine million dollars in deposits to the total wealth. Professional
men exist in great numbers; artisans. of all kinds ply their trades; and
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the humbl~r workman labors for three or four dollars a day instead
of a like amount for a month.'
.
Another economic activity is manufacturing. New M'exico does
not have the great industrial developments found elsewhere, but a
.variety of small establishments c0ntribute to the prosperity of the s~te.
Close to 300 of these can be found, employing three to four
thousand men and women, or six per cent of the labor force, and paying
about four million ~ollars in wages. Baking establishments, the milling of grain, the publishing and printing business" the lumber industry"
petroleum refining, and a variety of other~ activities produce commodities to the value of about twenty-~ve or thirty million dollars. The
Indian too has become a participant in this activity, especially in themanufacturing of costume jewelry. The value of these attractive but
quite unessential products will run as high as four million dollars a
year.
The centers of population are no longer limited to the Rio Grande
Valley with a few offshoots to th'e ~ast and west. The great, broad Pecos
Valley on the east side supports several towns; the old Apache country
in the southwest is settled by the white man; the San Juan Valley, the
former fighting ground of Navaho and Ute, is filled in with farms and
towns; and likewise the northeastern teaches of the state. About 53.0,000
people claim New Mexico as their home, with as many as 40,000, or
possibly more, living in the' metropolis of Albuquerque.
The towns, at least the recent ones, are laid out on the common
quadrangular street. system. The paved street, lighted at n~ght with
lamps of startling brightness, has superseaed the natural surface of
'dirt and mud that served for so. many generations as an avenue of
travel. The colored Ileon signs that grace the store fronts create an
impression elf the proverbial fairyland, and stimulate jaded or tired
senses into new vigor for the moment. Shade trees, lawns, and a profusion of flowers afford'a sharp contrast to the surrounding mesa land
with its dusty-colored appearance. Entering a town is like approaching
an oasis rather than a brick-kiln yard, as early travelers wrote.
The town and people of today repreSent a fusion of three cultural
strains. The flat-roofed pueblo style hoD\,e is still popular, ofttimes
covered with a permanent coat of plaster which is colored to harmonize
with the soil, although not always successfully. In place of the door
and window with a flat lintel, the ancient Roman arch may be substituted. The viga is still used, but sometimes in.an artificial way. A log
{.
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projecting from' the side of a house, drooping at an angle of about
forty-five degrees, but not intentionally in the plan of the architect,
is inserted for decoration, not for service; if it projects outward with
straight and sturdy appearance, it may be assumed that it is ,supporting
a roof.
The pueblo style faces competition from other ideas in homebuilding. The peaked roof is a commonplace, and is sometimes
painted in a startling shade of red, greeh, or blue. Many varieties of
building material are used besides' the adobe brick. The kiln-dried
brick in red or yellow, or a painted white, was popular around the
turn of the century and marked the first significant change in building
construction. The old~fashioned bdck home with ten or twelve rooms,
graced with a wide veranda and formalized with the Greek column,
was the early sign, of opulence among the commercial class in New
Mexico. It is still to be seen, but is y~elding pre-eminence to the
smaller bungalow style in a variety of forms and designs, constructed
of wood and stucco, tile bri~k, cinder block, or cement. If really
up-to-date it will possess a rounded corner with a glass wall that admits
the light of the out-of-doors, but not the gaze of the passerby, and a
sun deck on the se~ond floor for indulging the modem fad of sun
worship-or &un-bathing, to be more literal.
The interiors of these homes are furnished with a bewildering
assortment of furniture styles from the heavy stuffed piece to the chaste
wooden article of the so-called Mission style. Past ages are drawn upon
freely for design, and that person is rare whose taste cannot be satisfied.
The venetian blind is an ingenious contraption that often serves in
place of the curtain and heavy drape, collecting no more dust than its
predecessor, and being much more easily cleaned. The comer fireplace, a pueblo arrangement, is still popular, but cooking of meals is
done after a more mechanical fashion in a kitchen furnished with gas
or electric stoves, and with foods kept in abundance in a cold-air box
conditioned by artifidal means.
The public buildings, and more so the bus~ness buildings, present
an assortment of designs, but less variety in construction material.
Brick is the common material for walls, supplemented occasionally with
sandstone blocks. The store front .permits the fancy of the proprietor
unlimited scope of action in his attempt to apply the proverbial invitation of the spider to the fly to enter its parlor. Tile, in garish color,
is common; great plate-glass windows shelter the goods on display with
.~.
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an air o~ open honesty; and the store sign overhead jealously competes_
with its neighbors for attention. The second story often retains its
original face for many years; 'only the street-level front is changed with
the current fancy in architectural design. The second story, therefore,
portrays -the history of the town to the curious-minded. The fancy
carving of the late nineteenth· century, or the massive strength of stone
and brick, the bay window and the Classical column, the Gothic arch
and the flat lintel" stand side by side and give mute testimony to the
growth of the town and. differing tastes of pioneer business men. The
pueblo style ~s also used,. and sometimes in combinations with these
other styles, but utilitarianism is the key to business building plans and
the older design is outmoded. .
The cultural fusiori also appears in- the dresS of the people. The
reboza is only occasionally seen, worn by the older generation of the
Spanish-speaking New Mexican, especially in the more remote rural
villages. In general, the styles of dress come from Paris through the
moderating hands of the clothing manufacturers of the East, who reproduce a model in an abundance of low-priced garments and flood the
country from coast to coast. Some styles, of course, are designed in the
United States, but regardless of origin, the people of New Mexico dress
alike, except for the minor differences necessary to satisfy the ego.
Even the First American is suc~umbing, although slowly, to the influence of the melting pot, both receiving and contribu~ing to the common dress. A pair of shoes 6f a design from south of the Border will
consort with a store-bought shirt of Eastern 6rigin, and a bit of Navaho
jewelry gives sparkle to the ensemble; blue jeans are worn by workmen
and nylon stockings by women regardless of racial origin; the degree of
emphasis varies among the groups, but time will change that condition.
Likewise in the field of entertainment the same development has
occurred. The Spanish Colonial tunes are still heard in the aance hall,
but they find competition from the jazz music of African ,Origin. The
youth of Indi..an, Spanish, and so-called Anglo ancestry, all find common enjoyment in thcsam~ lyrics. The Indian B slower to accept this
common denominato)-, but he is accepting it. The motion picture
appeals to all, and. helps to fashion the common mold in style and interest, even while portraying the diversities of'the past. The Spanish
caballero, the Indian warrior, and the Anglo pathfinder can be seen in
the same film, sometimes co-operating, sometimes as antagonists, but
they are portraying the people of 1846 whose descendants ~ow sit side
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by side in the darkened house enjoying the spectacle, with the mental
reservation that it is Hollywood hokum.
Sports are no longer limited to plucking a chicken head from on
horseback. Most of the activities known to the country at la.rge art:
found within the state. They represent another phase of the greatly
expanded life of the people and afford another influence for the fusion
. of races. The Indian plays the' white man's football; the white girl
practices on the Indian's bow and arrow for pleasure and the development of a correct carriage; and the Indian love of foot~racing finds satisfaction in the white man's track meets. All three people appear in the
boxing ring, equal in talent, skill, and courage. In short, they mingle
in most of the sports, and they mingle in the home..
A fusion of the people is taking place through marriage, and a
proper name is .no longer clearly indicative ,of national ancestry.
Bilingualism is common, and the several languages show an in9"easing
affinity through the borrowing of words and phrases. These developments are promoted by th.e basic institutions of society; the home, the
church, and the school are the ladles of the melting pot and slowly,
steadily, and continuously stir the brew, producing a people now com, monly known as American; inevitably the hyphenated terms of Span. ish-American, Anglo-American: and the word Indian will become historical curiosities of the language, buried deeply in ~he largest of dictionaries and uncovered only by scholars interested in the past.
The support of the church is markedly better than a hundred
years ago, and the educational facilities represent a change almost as
startling as· that found in transportation. Every town and vfUage has
one or more schools in keeping with its size, and where centers of
population are not found the school is still present, drawing its clientele
from rural surroundings. As many as 650 rural schools are scattered
throughout the state. They· are staffed by approximately 1,600
teachers and cater to the ed~cational needs of ~bout 50,000 pupils.·
The cost of maintenance runs as high as four and a quarter million
dollars annually, but the critic still remarks that education is neglected.
The city children are just as well provided for; in round figures, 250
schools, housing 70,000 pupils, operate4;,by·2,000 teachers at an annual
cost of five and three-ql;larter million dollars, represent the. municipal
efforts at providing a general education free>to all~like. 'The Indian,
still receiving considerable attention in a separate school system at Fed-
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eral expense, and the children in parochial schools, swell the total
attendance figure.
The fusion of the Indian is retarded by the reservation system, but
'even that barrier cannot arrest the forces of "change. The Pueblo
farmer uses modem implements of steel and drives to town in a wagon;
the Navaho has accepted the practice of range control for the better
conservation of his arid acres; and the Apache are in ~e forefront ~f
social progress with welfare funds for the aged. No longer do they
fight their white brothers with ,bow and arrow, but fight alongside ofthem on distant battlefields, all for one and one for all. The Indian,
the Spani~h, the Anglo lie side by side in the same graveyard, in the
same hospital, and they join the same veteran's organization. The
Indian is a citizen of the Unhed States and is n()w knocking at the
door of the state for the right to vote. The India~s carry their grievances to Washington in true political fashion, agitate for Indian control of so-called Indian affairs, demand Federal aid in true American
manner, and probably bandy the word politician around with the
same friendly meanness as--the white citizen.
The less fortunate members of society are not forgotten. The collective responsibility for the general w~lfare has made marked inroads
on the earlier, philosophy a~d practice of individual responsibility.
The penitentiary for the more troublesome members of society, with a
population of 500 or more, is an old institution but now on a more
pretentious scale, costing as much as one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars a year to operate. An asylum for the in~ane is a ~arked innovation. It houses close to 1,000 patients at an annual cost bordering
on half a million dollars. A school for mental defectives, an industrial
school for the reformation of boys, a welfare. home for girls, and an
institution for the blind round out this phase of state activity.
~or those people not in need of institutional care, but in distress
of some form or other, suitable provision is made. An unemployed
person can draw a weekly stipend for a limited period of time to tide
him over economic difficulty. "A pension for the aged is provided at
public expense and assistance is rendered to needy mothers and children. A group of these activities termed public assistance requires an
annual expenditure of about four million dollars.. The unemployment
benefits, of course, vary widely in amount with the ups and doW!1s of
the business cycle. Together they represent a change in social attitude,
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a change in keeping with the general trend of the twentieth century.
But collective activity through state agencies has not obliterated group
activities, or individualism as it may be called, on a small and voluntary
scale. These appear in astonishing variety, in business, in the arts,
in literature, music, charity,' and social activities in the narrow sense.
They are motivated by personal ambition, individual restlessness,
humanitarianism, and civic. pride-products of ~he age of speed.
In retrospect New Me~co today is quite different from Ne:w Mexico of yesterday. In 1846 it,lay on the edge of a new era; today it again
lies on the edge of a new el'a with the explosion of the atomic bomb on
its own soil. Between these two events great changes have taken place.
Geographical isolation has given way; remoteness from the center of
political activities is replaced by intensive association with forty-eight
other units in a Federal union; c~stoms, manners, and dre,ss have become a mixture of the old and the new with the new predominant; the
relatively simple way of life has been replaced by the excitement, the
restlessness, the strife and turmoil generated in the age of industrialism
and speed. Even the physical features of the area, on close examina, tion, reveal a pj,fference due to the power of wind and water. Perhaps
in the last analysis the only characteristic of New Mexico that remains
the same is the glow of the sunset on the western faces of the mountains.
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